Term frequency is a common method for identifying the importance of a term in a query or document. But it is a weak signal, especially when the frequency distribution is flat, such as in long queries or short documents where the text is of sentence/passage-length. This paper proposes a Deep Contextualized Term Weighting framework that learns to map BERT's contextualized text representations to context-aware term weights for sentences and passages.
INTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art search engines use ranking pipelines in which an efficient first-stage uses a query to fetch an initial set of documents from the document collection, and one or more re-ranking algorithms improve and prune the ranking. Typically the first stage ranker is a Boolean, probabilistic, or vector space bag-of-words retrieval model that fetches information from an inverted index.
One key characteristic of first-stage ranking algorithms is how they quantify the contribution of each query or document term. Most retrieval methods use frequency-based signals such as document and query term frequency (tf, qtf ) to determine the context-specific Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. Conference'17, July 2017, Washington, DC, USA © 2019 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn Table 1 : Two passages that mention 'stomach' twice. Only the first passage is about the topic 'stomach'. This paper proposes a method to weight terms by their roles in a specific text context, as shown by the heatmap over terms.
In some cases, an upset stomach is the result of an allergic reaction to a certain type of food. It also may be caused by an irritation. Sometimes this happens from consuming too much alcohol or caffeine. Eating too many fatty foods or too much food in general may also cause an upset stomach. All parts of the body (muscles , brain, heart, and liver) need energy to work. This energy comes from the food we eat. Our bodies digest the food we eat by mixing it with fluids( acids and enzymes) in the stomach. When the stomach digests food, the carbohydrate (sugars and starches) in the food breaks down into another type of sugar, called glucose.
importance of a term, and and inverse document frequency (idf ) or a similar value to determine its importance globally.
Frequency-based term weights have been a huge success, but they are a crude tool. Term frequency does not necessarily indicate whether a term is important or central to the meaning of the text, especially when the frequency distribution is flat, such as in sentences and short passages. Table 1 shows two passages from the MS MARCO machine reading comprehension dataset [21] . If a user searches for 'stomach', the two passages will be considered similarly relevant by frequency-based retrieval models because both mention the query word 'stomach' twice; but the second passage is actually off-topic. To identify which terms are central requires a deeper understanding that considers the meaning of a word, the meaning of the entire text, and the role the word plays in the text.
Recently, there has been rapid progress in text understanding with the introduction of deep contextualized word representations such as ELMo [25] and BERT [11] . These methods learn a neural language model from large text corpora. Each token is assigned a representation that is a function of not only the token itself, but also of the entire text. These neural language models have been shown to capture the characteristics of a word's semantics and syntax, and more importantly, how they vary across linguistic contexts [32] . This paper shows how to improve first-stage retrieval models using the contextualized word representations generated by BERT [11] . We present the Deep Contextualized Term Weighting framework (DeepCT). DeepCT is trained in a supervised manner to learn a BERT-based contextualized word representation model and a mapping function from representations to term weights. As a word's representation depends on its specific context, the estimated importance for the same term varies with the context. DeepCT can take up to 512 text tokens 1 . It can makes use of the linguistic context in sentence/passage-long text to generate more representative term weights, helping the cases where the original term frequency distribution is flat, such as retrieving passages or searching long queries.
One use of DeepCT is to identify essential passage terms for passage retrieval. As shown in Table 1 , passages usually have flat term weight distribution, making term-frequency based retrieval less effective. We develop a novel DeepCT-Index that offline weights and indexes terms in passage-long documents. It trains a DeepCT model to predict whether a passage term is likely to appear in relevant queries. The trained model is applied to every passage in the collection. This inference step is query-independent, allowing it to be done offline during indexing. The context-based passage term weights are scaled to tf -like integers that are stored in an ordinary inverted index that can be searched efficiently by common first-stage retrieval models.
Another use of DeepCT is to identify important query terms in long queries. For long queries that mention many terms and concepts, it is important to identify which are central. We follow a query term weighting framework proposed by Zheng and Callan [36] to develop DeepCT-Query. It trains DeepCT with signals from relevant query-document pairs, weighting query terms by their possibilities to be mentioned by relevant documents. The predictions are used to generate weighted queries that can be used with widely-used retrieval models such as BM25 [26] and query likelihood [15] .
Our experiments demonstrate that DeepCT generates effective representations for both passages and queries that lead to large improvements in first-stage retrieval accuracy. Analysis shows that DeepCT's main advantage is its ability to estimate term importance using the meaning of the context rather than term frequency signals, allowing the retrieval model to differentiate between key terms and other frequently mentioned but non-central terms.
Most of the prior neural-IR research [9, 13] , including recent research on leveraging BERT for IR [8, 22] , focused on re-ranking stages due to the complexity of neural models. Our work adds the ability to improve existing first-stage rankers. More accurate firststage document rankings provide better candidates for downstream re-ranking, which improves end-to-end accuracy and/or efficiency. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes the Deep Contextualized Term Weighting framework (DeepCT), its use for passage indexing (DeepCT-Index), and its use for for query weighting (DeepCT-Query). Sections 5-6 describe our methodologies and experiments. Section 7 concludes.
RELATED WORK
Two types of work are related: term weighting, and neural approaches for early-stage ranking.
Term Weighting. Bag-of-words retrieval models such as BM25 [26] and query likelihood [17] are the foundation of modern search engines due to their efficiency and effectiveness. Most retrieval models use frequency-based signals such as tf, ctf, and df to estimate how well each term represents a text (query, document). A rich research literature studies how to better estimate term importance (e.g., [2, 3, 5, 18, 27, 36] ), however frequency-based signals continue to dominate in both industry and academia.
For document term weighting, the most widely-used alternatives to frequency-based models are graph-based methods [5, 18, 27] . Graph-based approaches build a document graph, where the nodes represent terms and edges represent term co-occurrence within a maximum distance. Terms are ranked by graph ranking algorithms such as PageRank, and scores are indexed for retrieval [5, 27] .
Recently, a few neural IR approaches study document term weight from word embeddings [10] , because word embeddings have the ability to encode some aspects of word meanings that are useful for determining word importance. They add a term-gating sub-network into neural re-rankers that learn global idf -like term weights from word embeddings. It is not clear whether they can improve the initial ranking stage.
For query term weighting, one line of research focuses on featurebased approaches [2] [3] [4] . They require running the query against a document collection to generate features. These methods improve search accuracy compared to frequency-based query term weighting, but the use of pseudo-relevant feedback causes extra computational cost. To predict query term weights from just the text content, Zheng and Callan [36] proposed a word-embedding based method called DeepTR. DeepTR constructs a feature vector for each query term using the difference between the term's word2vec [19] embedding and the average query embedding. It then learns a regression model to map the feature vector onto the term's ground truth weight (term recall weight [35] ). The estimated weights are used to generate bag-of-words queries that can be searched in firststage retrieval. Later, Guo et al. [13] used a similar word-embedding based query term weighting method in neural re-rankers.
As discussed above, in both document and query term weighting problems, word embeddings have gained increasing attention due to their ability to encode certain aspects of text meaning [10, 13, 36] . However, word embedding based approaches face a critical issue in capturing the context, as classic word embeddings are contextindependent -a word always has the same embedding regardless of the text context. Recently, contextualized neural language models have been proposed to model the linguistic context [11, 25] . In contextualized neural language models, a word's representation is a function of the entire text input. These representations were shown to capture a word's certain syntactic features and semantic features in the text content [32] . Currently, the best performing neural language model is BERT [11] . BERT has received a lot of attention for IR, mainly focused on using it as a black-box re-ranking model to predict query-document relevance scores [8, 22] . This work attempts to leverage the BERT's advantages to explicitly model query/document term importance for efficient first-stage retrieval.
Neural Approaches for Early Stage Ranking. Most neural ranking models use continuous representations that enable a query to match every document to some degree, which makes them impractical for first-stage rankers. Recent research addresses this efficiency problem in two ways, both using latent representations. One approach learns low dimensional dense embeddings of queries and documents that support fast retrieval using approximate nearest neighbor search in the embedding space [1] , however there is an efficiency vs. accuray tradeoff [6] . A second approach is to learn high-dimensional but sparse latent representations in which queries and documents are represented by a set of 'latent words' [28, 34] .
Sparse 'latent words' allow inverted index style look up, which is efficient, but also introduces the specificity vs. exhaustiveness tradeoff found in all controlled vocabularies [29] .
Recently, Nogueira et al. [23] proposed Doc2Query that uses neural models to modify the discrete word-based document representations. It generates potential queries from documents using neural machine translation and indexes those queries as document expansion terms. We are not aware of other first-stage neural models that use the discrete word-based text representations and large vocabularies that have been fundamental to modern search engines.
DEEP CONTEXTUALIZED DOCUMENT AND QUERY TERM WEIGHTING
This section presents the Deep Contextualized Term Weighting framework (DeepCT), and how it is used to weight query terms (DeepCT-Query) and index documents (DeepCT-Index).
DeepCT Framework
DeepCT includes two main components: generating contextualized word embeddings through BERT, and predicting term weights through linear regression.
Contextualized word embedding generation. To estimate the importance of a word in a specific text, the most critical problem is to generate features that characterize a word's relationships to the text context. Recent contextualized neural language models like ELMo [25] and BERT [11] have been shown to capture such properties through a deep neural network. DeepCT leverages one of the best performing models, BERT, to extract a word's context features. BERT uses an attention mechanism where a word gradually absorbs context information based on its attention to every other word in the same text. Devlin et al. [11] provide more detail.
Map to target weights. The contextualized word embedding is a feature vector that characterizes the word's syntactic and semantic role in a given context. DeepCT linearly combines the features into a word importance score:ŷ
where T t,c is token t's contextualized embedding in text c; and, ì w and b are the linear combination weights and bias.
DeepCT is trained with a per-token regression task. Given the ground truth term weight for every word in text c, denoted as {y 1,c , . . . , y N ,c }, DeepCT aims to minimize the mean square error (MSE) between the predicted weightsŷ and the target weights y:
The range of possible predicted term weightsŷ t,c is (−∞, ∞), but in practice most predictions fall into [0, 1] because, as shown in Sections 3.3 and 3.3, the ground truth weights are [0, 1]. Our query/document weighting approaches accept any non-negative weights; terms with negative weights are discarded.
The tokenization step of BERT generates subwords for unseen words (e.g. "DeepCT" is tokenized into "deep" and "##ct"). We use the weight for the first subword as the weight of the entire word; other subwords are masked out when computing the MSE loss.
The DeepCT model, from BERT to the regression layer, is optimized end-to-end. The BERT component is initialized with a pretrained BERT model to reduce over-fitting. It is fine-tuned to align the contextualized word embeddings with the term-prediction task. The last regression layer is learned from scratch.
DeepCT is a general framework that learns term weights with respect to a linguistic context. DeepCT can learn different definitions of term importance depending on how ground truth term weights are defined. The predicted term weights can also be used differently depending on the task. Below, we describe two approaches to using the DeepCT framework to improve first-stage retrieval.
Index Passages with DeepCT
A novel use of DeepCT is to identify terms that are central to the meaning of a passage, or a passage-long document, for efficient and effective passage/short-document retrieval. In this paper, We will refer to both passages in passage retrieval and passage-long documents in short-document retrieval as 'passages'.
As shown in the 'stomach' example in Table 1 , classic term frequency signals cannot tell whether the text is centered around a term or just mentions that term when discussing some other topic. This issue is especially difficult in first-stage full-collection ranking, where complex features and models are too expensive to apply. DeepCT-Index uses DeepCT to weight passage terms and stores the weights in a typical inverted index.
Target Term Weights for Training DeepCT. Proper target term weights should reflect whether a term is essential to the passage or not. We propose query term recall as an estimation of the ground truth passage term importance:
Q d is the set of queries for which passage,= d is judged relevant. Q d,t is the subset of Q d that contains term t, and QT R(t, d) is the query term recall weight for t in d. QT R is in the range of [0, 1]. Query term recall is based on the assumption that search queries can reflect the key idea of a document. Words that appear in relevant queries are more important than other words in the document. The training requires relevant query-passage pairs. The model takes the text content of a passage, make predictions, and compute the loss with target weights generated from its related queries. During inference, the model needs only the passage.
Index with predicted term weights. Once DeepCT learns model parameters, it can make estimates for any passage without the need of queries. This allows estimated term weights to be calculated and stored during offline indexing. The index can be searched efficiently by online services.
We apply the trained DeepCT model to all passages in the collection. The predicted weights are scaled from a [0..1] range to an integer range that can be used with existing retrieval models. We call this weight TF DeepCT to convey that it is an alternate way of representing the importance of t erm t in passage d:
whereŷ t,d is the predicted term weights for term t in passage d. N scales the predicted weights into a integer range. We use N = 100 in this work as two digits of precision is sufficient for this task.
TF DeepCT is used to replace the original TF field in the inverted index. The postings of term t changes from [docid(d),
The new index, DeepCT-Index, can be searched by mainstream bag-of-words retrieval model like BM25 or query likelihood model (QL). The context-based term weight TF DeepCT is expect to bias the retrieval models to central terms in the pasessag, preventing off-topic passages being retrieved.
Efficiency. DeepCT-Index does not add latency to the search system. The main difference between DeepCT-Index and a typical inverted index is that the term importance weight is based on TF DeepCT instead of TF. This calculation is done offline. No new posting lists are created, thus the query latency does not become longer. To the contrary, a side-effect of Eq 4 is that TF DeepCT of some terms becomes 0. This may be viewed as a form of index pruning [7] . We leave that aspect of this work for future investigation.
Query Term Weighting with DeepCT
Another straightforward use of DeepCT for IR is to weight query terms in long queries. For long queries that mention many terms and concepts, it is important to identify which are central. For example, given the query "Find locations of volcanic activity which occurred within the present day boundaries of the U.S and its territories", an ideal system would understand that "volcanic activity" is the key concept, and that "boundaries of the U.S" maybe not be necessary in some corpora. Zheng and Callan [36] proposed a word2vec-based query term re-weighting framework, called DeepTR, that efficiently re-weights bag-of-words queries. We follow the DeepTR framework, but replace the word2vec-based model with DeepCT. We call the proposed approach DeepCT-Query.
Target Term Weights for Training DeepCT. Inspired by Zheng and Callan [36] , DeepCT-Query uses term recall [35] :
D q is the set of documents that are relevant to the query. D q,t is the subset of relevant documents that contains term t. Their ratio, T R(t, q), is the term recall weight for term t in query q. Term recall is in the range of [0, 1]. Term recall is based on the assumption that a query term is more important if it is mentioned by more relevant documents.
Training requires relevant query-document pairs. The model takes the text content of a query, makes predictions, and computes the loss with target weights generated from the relevant documents. During inference, the model only needs the query.
Re-weight queries with predicted term weights. When a query is received (online), the trained model is used to predict importance weights for each term. Following DeepTR [36] , we use the estimated query term weights to generate bag-of-words queries (BOW) and sequential dependency model queries (SDM). For example, in the Indri [31] query language, the original BOW query "apple pie" is re-formulated into #weight(0.8 apple 0.7 pie) 2 for predicted weights apple:0.8, pie:0.7. Sequential dependency model adds bigrams and word co-occurrences within a window to the query. We use the re-weighted BOW query to replace the bag-ofwords part of the SDM query. Terms with non-positive weights are 2 #weight is Indri's probabilistic weighted-AND operator. discarded. In terms of efficiency, predicting term weights for a new query is simply feeding-forward the query string through DeepCT. We use Bow-DeepCT-Query and SDM-DeepCT-Query to denote the re-weighted bag-of-words and sequential dependency queries.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY FOR DeepCT-Index
This section presents the experimental methodology for the second task -passage term weighting and indexing. Datasets: The current implementation of BERT supports texts of up to 512 tokens, thus we selected two collections that consist primarily of passages: MS MARCO [21] and TREC-CAR [12] . Passages and short documents are also the case where weighting by term frequency is less effective, because the tf distribution tends to be flat. The experimental settings mainly follow the methodology used in previous neural passage ranking/re-ranking studies [22, 23] MS MARCO [21] is a question-to-passage retrieval dataset with 8.8M passages. Average passage length is around 55 words. The training set contains approximately 0.5M pairs of queries and relevant passages. On average each query has one relevant passage. The development (dev) set contains 6,980 queries and their relevance labels. The test set contains 6,900 queries, but the relevance labels are hidden by Microsoft. Therefore, the dev set is our main evaluation set. In a few experiments, we also evaluated on the test set by submitting our rankings to the MS MARCO competition.
TREC-CAR [12] consists of 29.7M English Wikipedia passages with an average length of 61 words. Queries and relevant passages are generated synthetically. A query is the concatenation of a Wikipedia article title with the title of one of its sections. Following prior work [22, 23] , we use the automatic relevance judgments, which treats paragraphs within the section as relevant to the query. The training set and validation set have 3.3M query-passage pairs and 0.8M pairs respectively. The test query set contains 1,860 queries with an average of 2.5 relevant paragraphs per query.
Baselines: Experiments were done with done with three baseline and three experimental indexing methods, as described below.
tf index is a standard tf -based index, e.g., as used by BM25.
TextRank [18] is a widely-used unsupervised graph-based term weighting approach. We use the open source PyTextRank implementation 3 . Term weights from TextRank are in the range (0, 1); we scale them to integers as described in Eq. 4 for indexing.
Doc2Query [23] is a supervised neural baseline. It trains a neural sequence-to-sequence model to generate potential queries from passages, and indexes the queries as document expansion terms. Doc2Query implicitly re-weights terms because important passage terms are likely to appear in the generated queries. We use the Doc2Query MS MARCO index released by the authors. No such index is available for TREC-CAR, so we use published values for that dataset [23] . Doc2Query was the best-performing first-stage ranking method on MS MARCO at the time this paper was written.
The three experimental indexing methods include the proposed DeepCT-Index and two variants using different embeddings.
DeepCT W -Index replaces the BERT component in DeepCT with context-independent word embeddings. To provide context to each word, we modeled the passage using the average word embeddings and subtracted the passage embedding from each word's embedding, which was inspired by [36] . The embeddings are initialized by word2vec [19] and fine-tuned during training.
DeepCT E -Index replaces the BERT component in DeepCT with ELMo [25] . ELMo is a pre-trained, context-aware text representation model that differs from BERT in the network architecture and pre-training task. ELMo was initialized with the pre-trained model described by Peters et al. [25] and fine-tuned during training.
Indexing, Retrieval, and Evaluation: First-stage ranking was done by two popular retrieval models: BM25 and query likelihood with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing (QL). We used the Anserini toolkit implementations. We fine-tuned BM25 parameters k 1 and b, and QL smoothing factor λ through a parameter sweep on 500 queries from the training set. Re-ranking was done by two re-rankers: Conv-KNRM [9] and a BERT Re-ranker [22] . We used the trained re-rankers provided by the authors, and applied them to re-rank up to a 1000 passages from a first-stage ranking.
Ranking/re-ranking results were evaluated by Mean Reciprocal Rank at 10 passages (MRR@10), the official MS MARCO evaluation metric. For TREC-CAR, we also report MAP at depth 1,000 following the evaluation methodology used in previous work [22, 23] .
DeepCT Settings: The BERT part of DeepCT-Index was initialized with pre-trained parameters. For MS MARCO, we used the official pre-trained BERT (uncased, base model) [11] . TREC-CAR cannot use the official model because its testing documents overlapped with BERT's pre-training documents. We used a BERT model from Nogueira and Cho [22] where the overlapping documents are removed from the pre-training data. After initialization, DeepCT is trained for 3 epochs on the training split of our datasets, using a learning rate of 2e −5 and a max input text length of 128 tokens.
DeepCT-Index RESULTS
The next two subsections describe experiments that investigated first-stage search accuracy using DeepCT-Index indexes, and why DeepCTIndex term weights are effective.
Retrieval Accuracy of DeepCT-Index
This section examines whether DeepCT-Index improves first-stage retrieval accuracy over baseline term weighting methods. Then it compares the first-stage retrieval accuracy of DeepCT-Index to several single-/multi-stage competition search systems. Finally, it studies the impact of a first-stage ranker using DeepCT-Index on the end-to-end accuracy of multi-stage search systems.
DeepCT-Index Retrieval Performance. Table 2 shows the first-stage retrieval accuracy of BM25 and QL using indexes generated by six methods. The TextRank index failed to beat the common tf index. The Doc2Query index was effective for MS MARCO, but only marginally better for TREC-CAR.
DeepCT-Index outperformed the baselines by large margins. It improved BM25 by 27% on MS MARCO and 46% on TREC-CAR. It produced similar gains for QL, showing that DeepCT-Index is useful to different retrieval models. Win/Loss analysis shows that DeepCT-Index improved 25-35% of the queries and hurt 8-16%.
DeepCT-Index also surpassed the neural baseline Doc2Query by large margins. DeepCT-Index and Doc2Query were trained using the same data, demonstrating the advantage of DeepCT-Index's explicit term-weighting over Doc2Query's implicit term-weighting through passage expansion.
Results for DeepCT W -Index and DeepCT E -Index demonstrate the importance of context. Non-contextual word2vec embeddings produced term weights that were less effective than tf. ELMo produced more effective term weights, but BERT's stronger use of context produced the most effective weights. These results also show the generality of the DeepCT framework.
First-stage search with DeepCT-Index vs. re-ranking. We further compared the DeepCT-Index-based BM25 retrieval to several competition systems by participating in the MS MARCO competition. Table 3 shows results from the MS MARCO leaderboard 5 . It first lists 2 important first-stage rankers: the official standard BM25 and Doc2Query BM25 [23] . DeepCT-Index BM25 outperformed both. Table 3 also lists representative re-ranking approaches for featurebased learning-to-rank, previous state-of-the-art neural re-rankers (non-ensemble version), and BERT-based re-rankers. FastText+Conv-KNRM [14] was the best non-BERT model on the leaderboard. BERT Re-Ranker [22] uses BERT as a black-box model that takes a querypassage pair and outputs a relevance scores; most recently-proposed re-rankers in the BERT family [8, 22] are based on this approach. All the multi-stage systems used the Official BM25 for first-stage ranking, and applied a re-ranker to fine-tune the rankings of the top 1000 passages.
DeepCT-Index BM25 was better than several re-ranking pipelines. It is more accurate than feature-based learning-to-rank, a widely used re-ranking approach in modern search engines. It is also more accurate than a popular neural re-ranking model K-NRM [33] . Compared to Duet V2 (the official re-ranking baseline) and Conv-KNRM [9] , DeepCT-Index BM25 achieves similar accuracy while being more efficient as it does not need the re-ranking stage. These results indicate that it is possible to replace some pipelined ranking systems with a single-stage retrieval using DeepCT-Index.
Finally, strong neural re-rankers like the BERT Re-Ranker were much more effective than DeepCT-Index BM25. These models generate high quality soft-match signals between query and passage words (e.g. "hotel" to "motel"). In contrast, DeepCT-Index BM25 only matches terms exactly, which provides much less evidence.
DeepCT-Index as the first-stage of re-ranking systems. The next experiment examines whether a first-stage ranking produced by DeepCT-Index BM25 can improve later-stage re-rankers. Table 4 reports the performance of two re-rankers applied to candidate passages retrieved from DeepCT-Index and the tf index. The re-rankers were selected based on their performance on the MS-MARCO leaderboard (Table 4) : Conv-KNRM [9] , which has medium accuracy, and BERT Re-Ranker [22] , which has high accuracy. We tested various re-ranking depths. Re-ranking at a shallower depth has higher efficiency but may miss more relevant passages.
The recall values show the percentage of relevant passages in the re-ranking passage set. DeepCT-Index had higher recall at all [20] 0.243 +0% 0.245 +2% Conv-KNRM [9] 0.247 +2% 0.247 +3% FastText+Conv-KNRM [14] 0.277 +14% 0.290 +21% BERT Re-Ranker [22] 0.365 +50% 0.359 +50% Table 4 due to differences in the initial rankings generated from our BM25 and the official BM25 from MS MSARCO.
depths, meaning a ranking from DeepCT-Index provided more relevant passages to a re-ranker. Both re-rankers consistently achieved higher MRR@10 by using DeepCT-Index compared to using tf index. For Conv-KNRM, the best MRR@10 improved from 0.256 to 0.278, and the required re-ranking depth decreased from 100 to 50. In other words, a first-stage ranking from DeepCT-Index helped the re-ranker to be over 8% more accurate and 2× more efficient. For BERT re-ranker, DeepCT-Index enabled the re-ranker to achieve similar accuracy using much fewer passages. Re-ranking the top 100-200 passages from DeepCT-Index produced similar MRR@10 as re-ranking the top 1,000 passages from tf index. The high computational cost of deep neural-based re-rankers is one of the biggest concerns about adopting them in online services. Nogueira et al. [23] reported that adding a BERT Re-Ranker, with a re-ranking depth of 1000, introduces 10× more latency to a BM25 first-stage ranking even using GPUs or TPUs. DeepCT-Index reduces the re-ranking depth by 5× to 10×, making deep neuralbased re-rankers practical in latency-/resource-sensitive systems.
Summary. There is much prior research about passage term weighting, but it has not been clear how to effectively model a word's syntax and semantics in specific passages. Our results show that a deep, contextualized neural language model is able to capture some of the desired properties, and can be used to generate effective term weights for passage indexing. A BM25 retrieval on DeepCT-Index can be 25% more accurate than classic tf -based indexes, and are more accurate than some widely-used multi-stage retrieval systems. The improved first stage ranking further benefits the effectivenss and efficiency of downstream re-rankers.
Understanding Sources of Effectiveness
This section aims to understand the sources of effectiveness of DeepCT-Index through several analyses. Table 5 visualizes DeepCT-Index weights on a few cases. Each case has a query, a relevant passage, and a non-relevant passage that mentions query concepts but is actually off-topic. The heatmap visualizes the term weights in DeepCT-Index. Weights are normalized by the sum of all term weights in the passage, to reflect relative term importance in the passage.
Emphasize central terms and suppress non-central terms. DeepCT is able to identify terms that are central to the topic of the text. In the first query in Table 5 , both passages mention "susan boyle". In the relevant passage, DeepCT-Index recognized that the topic is "susan boyle" and put almost all weight on these two terms. The off-topic passage is about the definition of "troll", while "susan boyle" is used in an example. DeepCT-Index managed to identify the central concept "troll" and suppress other non-topical terms; less than 10% of weight goes to "susan boyle". With the new weights, the Off-Topic Best Answer: a troll is generally someone who tries to get attention by posting things everyone will disagree, like going to a susan boyle fan page and writing susan boyle is ugly on the wall. they are usually [14] [15] [16] year olds who crave attention. Query what values do zoos serve
On-Topic
Zoos serve several purposes depending on who you ask. 1) Park/Garden: Some zoos are similar to a botanical garden or city park. They give people living in crowded, noisy cities a place to walk through a beautiful, well maintained outdoor area. The animal exhibits create interesting scenery and make for a fun excursion.
Off-topic
There On-Topic DNA only has 5 different atoms -carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorous. According to one estimation, there are about 204 billion atoms in each DNA.
Off-Topic
Genomics in Theory and Practice. What is Genomics. Genomics is a study of the genomes of organisms. It main task is to determine the entire sequence of DNA or the composition of the atoms that make up the DNA and the chemical bonds between the DNA atoms.
BM25 score between the query and the off-topic passage is greatly decreased. Similar behavior can be seen on other cases in Table 5 . Figure 1 compares the term weight distribution of DeepCT-Index and tf index. It plots the average weight of each passage's highestweighted term, the average weight of the second highest-weighted term, and so on. The original tf distribution is flat. DeepCT-Index assigns high weights to a few central terms, resulting in a skewed term weight distribution. Such skewed distribution confirms our observations from the case study that DeepCT-Index aggressively emphasizes a few central terms and supresses the others.
DeepCT's strong bias towards central terms explains its effectiveness: promoting on-topic terms and suppressing off-topic terms. It is also a source of error. In many failing cases, DeepCT-Index identified the central passage words correctly, but the answer to the query is mentioned in a non-central part of the passage. DeepCT-Index down-weighted or even ignored these parts, causing relevant passage to be ranked lower. It is worth exploring how to reduce the risk of losing information that is useful but not central.
Context-based weights vs. frequency-based weights. The examples in Table 5 also show that the term weights produced by DeepCT-Index are based on the meaning of the context rather than frequency. A term may get low weight even it is frequent (e.g. in the last "Genomics" passage, "DNA" is considered unimportant even though it is mentioned 3 times ). The same term receives very different weights in different passage even when tf is the same. This extent of independence from frequency signals is uncommon in previous term weighting approaches; even semantic text representations such as Word2Vec [19] and Glove [24] are reported to have high correlation with term frequency [30] .
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS FOR DeepCT-Query
This section presents the experimental methodology and results for the query term weighting task. The methodolgy follows the settings used in [36] . Datasets: We used the Robust04 and Gov2 TREC collections. Robust04 is a news corpus with 0.5M documents and 249 test topics. Gov2 is a web collection with 25M web pages and 150 test topics. Each test topic has 3 types of query: a short title query, a sentencelong query description, and a passage-long query narrative.
Baselines: Experiments were done with 6 baselines that use two forms of query structure (BOW, SDM) and three types of term weights (tf, DeepTR, Oracle). BOW and SDM stand for bag-of-word queries and sequential dependency queries [17] . tf is the classic query term frequency weights. DeepTR is a previous state-of-the-art query weighting approach [36] . It extracts word features using the difference between the word's own embedding and the average embedding of the query. The features are linearly combined to produce term weights.DeepTR is supervised trained on term recall (Eq. 3). Oracle weights query terms by the ground truth term recall weights; it reflects how much DeepTR and DeepCT-Query can achieve if they made perfect predictions, estimating an upper limit.
Indexing, Retrieval and Evaluation: Following Zheng and Callan [36] , we use the Indri search engine 6 with standard stemming and stop words filtering. We train and evaluate DeepCT-Query and DeepTR with 5-fold cross validation. Zheng and Callan [36] show that query likelihood (QL) model performs slightly better than BM25, so we use QL to search the index. Retrieval results are evaluated using standard TREC metrics: NDCG@20 and MAP@1000.
DeepCT Settings: The BERT part of DeepCT was initialized with the official pre-trained BERT (uncased, base model) [11] . DeepCT, including the BERT layers and the last regression layer, was finetuned end-to-end. The model was trained for 10 epochs. We used a learning rate of 2e −5 . Max input text length was set to be 30, 50 and 100 tokens for query titles, descriptions, and narratives.
Results. Results are listed in Table 6 . The short title queries did not benefit from the term weighting approaches. Title queries often consist of a few keywords that are all essential, so re-weighting is less important. Besides, there isn't much context for DeepCT to leverage to estimate term importance. External information about the query, such as pseudo-relevance feedback [16] , may be necessary to understand short queries.
Description and narrative queries mention many terms and concepts; it is important to identify which are central during retrieval. Weighted queries are more effective than the un-weighted queries. DeepCT-Query is more accurate than DeepTR in most cases. DeepCT-Query differs from DeepTR in how they represent a term with respect to the context. The results demonstrate that DeepCT-Query better reflect a word's role in the query. Larger improvements were observed on narrative queries than on description queries. The results indicate that for short sentences, simple context modeling may be effective. But for more complex queries, a deep language modeling component like BERT can lead to improved search results.
CONCLUSION
Recently much research has focused on the later stages of multistage search engines. Most first-stage rankers are older-but-efficient bag-of-words retrieval models that use term frequency signals. However, frequency-based term weighting does not necessarily reflect a term's importance in queries and documents, especially when the frequency distribution is flat, such as in sentence-long queries or passage-long documents. More accurate term importance estimates require the system to understand the role each word plays in each specific context. This paper presents DeepCT, a novel context-aware term weighting approach that better estimates term importance for first-stage bag-of-words retrieval systems.
The DeepCT framework is built on BERT [11] , a recent deep neural language model. In BERT, a word's embedding gradually 'absorbs' information from other related words in the input text and generates a new word embedding that characterizes the word in a specific context. DeepCT uses BERT to extract context-based term features and learns to use these features to predict the importance for each term in a supervised per-token regression task. The training signals are mined from relevance-based query-document pairs so that the predicted term weights are aligned with the retrieval task.
One use of DeepCT is DeepCT-Index, which weights document terms. DeepCT produces integer term weights that can be stored in a typical inverted index and are compatible with popular first-stage retrieval models such as BM25 and query likelihood. Another use of DeepCT is DeepCT-Query, which weights query terms. Experimental results show that DeepCT-Query greatly improves the accuracy of longer queries, due to its ability to identify central query terms in a complex context.
Experimental results show that DeepCT-Index improves the accuracy of two popular first-stage retrieval algorithms by up to 50%. Running BM25 on DeepCT-Index can be as effective as several previous state-of-the-art multi-stage search systems that use knowledge bases, machine learning, and large amounts of training data.
The higher-quality ranking enabled by DeepCT-Index improves the accuracy/efficiency tradeoff for later-stage re-rankers. A stateof-the-art BERT-based re-ranker achieved similar accuracy with 5× fewer candidate documents, making such computation-intensive re-rankers more practical in latency-/resource-sensitive systems.
Although much progress has been made toward developing better neural ranking models for IR, computational complexity often limits these models to the re-ranking stage. DeepCT successfully transfers the text understanding ability from a deep neural network into simple signals that can be efficiently consumed by early-stage ranking systems and boost their performance.
Analysis shows the main advantage of DeepCT over classic termweighting approaches: DeepCT finds the most central words in a text even if they are mentioned only once. Non-central words, even if mentioned frequently in the text, are suppressed. Such behavior is uncommon in previous term weighting approaches. We view DeepCT as an encouraging step from "frequencies" to " meanings".
